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INTRODUCTION

A generalization of the uniform distance

p(f, g) = sup: I(x) - g(x)I
XEQ

between two bounded and continuous functions defined on the set Q of the
real axis is the Hausdorff distance ref, g; a) with a parameter ex > 0, which is
defined as follows [1]:

Let

II (x) - g(x)[a = max{infmax[(I(ex)1 x - t I, I/(x) - g(t)I],
lEn

infmax[(ljcr)1 x - t l,j(t) - g)x)I]};
tEn

then

ref, g; ex) = sup 1I (x) - g(x)la .
OlEn

The distance ref, g; ():) can be considered as a generalization of p(f, g)
since

p(f, g) = ref, g; 0) = lim ref, g; ():).
a~O

It is easy to obtain the following relation between ref, g; ex) and p(f, g) for
every ex > 0:

ref, g; ex) ~ p(f, g) ~ ref, g; ex) + w(ar(f, g; ex», (1)

where w(a) is the modulus of continuity ofI (x) or of g(x).
Let Q = R1 be the real axis and Tn the set of trigonometrical polynomials
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of degree <no The best approximation EnT(f; ex) of the function/(x) relative
to the Hausdorff distance with elements of Tn is defined by

in analogy to the best uniform approximation

EnT(f) = inf p(f, P).
PETn

It follows immediately from (1) that if w(f; S) is the modulus of the con
tinuous function/(x), then for every 0: ~ 0 the inequalities (2) hold:

The following estimate [1] is known for the best approximation with
trigonometrical polynomials relative to Hausdorff distance with a fixed ex> 0:

EnT(f; ex) = O(ln nln). (3)

The same estimate holds also for approximation with algebraic poly
nomials and with entire functions of exponential type [2, 3].

The classic result of Jackson for the best uniform approximation is [4]:

(4)

The estimate (3) cantnot be considered as a generalization of (4), because
we can not obtain (4) directly from (3).

This communication aims at the perfection of the estimate (3) in such a
way, that (3) will imply (4).

It turns out that an estimate of the kind

(5)

can be found (naturally, if anw(f; n-1) ~ e).
For fixed ex the estimate (5) in the set of all continuous bounded functions

is of the same order O(ln n/n) with respect to n as (3), but immediately from
(5) we obtain (4). Actually, since ex is an arbitrary positive number, we can
take ex = e/nw(f; n-1). Then from (2) and (5) follows

EnT(f) = O(w(f; n-1)/e) + O(w(f; n-1)) = O(w(f; n-1)).

The following exposition is devoted to the estimates of the type (5).
Section I contains some auxiliary assertions.
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In Section 2 we obtain an estimate of the type (5) for the best approximation
EvCf; a) relative to Hausdorff distance with parameter a of a bounded and
continuous function on the real axis by means of entire functions of expo
nential type.

In Section 3 we treat the similar case about the approximation of 27T-periodic
continuous functions by means of trigonometrical polynomials.

1. In studying the Hausdorff distance between functions the most
suitable modulus turned out to be that of the nonmonotonicity [1]:

fJ-(f; 0) = t sup [[ f(x') - f(x)\ + I f(x") - f(x)1 - \ f(x") - f(x')[].
00'<;00<00"
ro" _00'<8

Immediately it is ascertained that fJ-(f; 0) < w(f; 0). The following assertion
is valid.

LEMMA 1. If the function f(x) is monotonic in every interval with length
<00 , then fJ-(f; 00) = o.

The proof of the lemma follows immediately from the definition of jL(f; 0).
Besides the definition given at the beginning, the Hausdorff distance with

parameter a can be defined also in the following way.
Let

h(f, g; a) = sup inf max[(lJa) [ X - t \, I f(x) - g(t)I];
",en ten

then

ref, g; a) = max{h(f, g; a), h( g,f; a)}. (6)

The two definitions are obviously equivalent. We shall call the number
h(f, g; a) the one-way distance between f(x) and g(x), and h( g,f; a) the
one-way distance between g(x) and f(x).

The Hausdorff distance with parameter a between two functions f(x) and
g(x) can be expressed by the one-way distance betweenf(x) and g(x) and the
modulus of nonmonotonicity of f(x).

LEMMA 2. Iff(x) and g(x) are continuous functions, then

ref, g; a) < h( g,f; a) + fJ-(f; 4ah( g,f; a)).

Proof Let us denote

o= h(g,f; a), () = 0 + fJ-(f; 4ah( g,f; a».
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According to (6), it is enough to show that

h(f, g; 0:) ~ e,
i.e., for every point (x,f(x)) there exists t such that

max[(1/o:)j x - t I, If(x) - g(t)l] ~ e.

105

Let us assume the contrary, that there exists Xo , such that no point of the
graph of g(x) lies in the rectangle

x E [xo - a(e + E), XO+ a(e + E)] = LIe

Y E [f(xo) - e- E,f(XO) + e+ E], E > O.

Then for every x E LIe there will be fulfilled either the inequality

g(x) > f(xo) + e+ E

or the inequality

g(x) < f(xo) - e- E. (7)

Let us suppose more specifically, that for each x E LIe the inequality (7)
holds and therefore

g(xo - ao) < f(xo) - e- E,

g(xo + ao) < f(xo) - () - E.

But then by the definition of h(g,f; a) it follows that there exist x' and x"
for which

(i.e.,

and

I Xo - exO - x' I ~ aO,

x' < Xo < x",

I X o + aO + x" I ~ aO

x" - x' ~ 4ao)

Then

f(x') ~ f(xo) - () - E + 0 = f(xo) - fl-(f; 4aO) - E,

f(x") ~ f(xo) - e- E + 0 = f(xo) - fl-(f; 4ao) - E.

fl-(f; 4exo) ~ (1/2)[/ f(x') - f(xo)j + ff(x") - f(xo)1 - If(x') - f(x") I]

~ min[f(xo) - f(x'),f(xo) - f(x")] ~ JL(f; 4ao) + E,

which contradicts the inequality E > O. Thus the lemma is proved.
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LEMMA 3. Let f(x) be a continuous bounded (2rr-periodic) function on the
real axis and let 8 > O. Then there exists a continuous bounded (27T-periodic)
function on the real axis g(x), for which

ref, g; Ci.) ~ 48jCi., p.(g; 8) = 0,

w(g; (J) ~ 10w(f; (J) for (J ~ 28.

Proof Let us denote Xk = k8; k = 0, ±I, ±2,... ,

Let us consider the continuous function g(x), defined as follows:

!

m4k

g(x) = M 4k

linear

for X 4k- 2 ~ x ~ X4k-l ,

for X 4k ~ x ~ X4k+l ,

for X 2k-l ~ x ~ X 2k •

According to Lemma 1 p.( g; 8) = 0, and by the definition of ref, g; Ci.) it
follows that ref, g; ex) ~ 48/ex. On the other hand, if we denote

then obviously w(f; 88) ~ M. Thus for (J ~ 28 we shall have

w(f; 88) ~ (1 + 88/e) w(f; (J) ~ (108/e) w(f; e)

or

w(f; (J) ~ (JMj108.

By the definition of g(x) it follows immediately that for (J ~ 28 we have

w(g; (J) ~ OM/8.

(8)

(9)

From (8) and (9) follows

w(g; (J) :(; lOw(f; (J) forO < 28.

The 27T-periodic case is considered in a similar way.

2. Let us consider first the approximation of bounded continuous
functions on the real axis by means of entire functions of exponential type
relative to the Hausdorff distance ref, g; Ci.) with parameter Ci. > O.

Let f(x) be a continuous bounded function on the real axis, and let A v

denote the class of all entire functions of the exponential type v [5,6]. The
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best approximation off(x) by elements ofAvrelative to the Hausdorffdistance
with parameter ex is defined through

Elf; ex) = inf ref, g; ex).
gEA y

We shall find an estimate for Ev(f; ex) in terms of ex, v and the modulus of
continuity w(f; S) = SUPIX-1I1<:8 If(x) - f(y)/ of the functionf(x).

Let us consider the entire function of exponential type v:

glx) = (sin mxfmxY,

where

mr < v, r = 2s, s> 1, s - integral.

Let fLv be a norming factor defined by the condition

fLv IW

gv(x) dx = 1
-w

Then

flx) = fLv r' f(t) gv(x - t) dt
-w

(10)

is an entire function of exponential type v[S].
Let us find an estimate for the Hausdorff distance r(f,Iv; ex) with a

parameter ex by means of w2(f; S),

wlf; S) = sup sup I f(x + h) - 2f(x) + f(x - h)1
x 0<11<:8

and the modulus of nonmonotonicity fL(f; S) of f(x).
At first we shall estimate the one-way distance between Iv(x) and f(x).

We have

f,,(x) - f(x) = fLv f" [f(x - t) - f(x)] gv(t) dt
-w

= fLv fW [f(x + t) - 2f(x) + f(x - t)] glt) dt.
o

If U E [-S, S], then

2[ min (f(t) - f(x»] < f(x + u) - 2f(x) + f(x + u)
lx-tl<8

< 2[ max (f(t) - f(x»]
Ix-tl<8
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and therefore from (10) follows

Ix~J~a (f(u) - f(x» ~ ftv f [f(x + t) - 2f(x) + f(x - t)] gv(t) dt

~ max (f(u) - f(x».
Ix-ul,;;;a

Then through the continuity of f(x) we infer that there exists a point y""
I x - y", I ~ 8, such that

f(y",) - f(x) = ftvr [f(x + t) - 2f(x) + f(x - t)] g.(t) dt. (12)
o

From (11) and (12) we obtain'

h(f., ,I; ex) ~ sup max{cc1 I x - y", 1,1 f(y",) - f.,(x)!} ~ max{ex-1<'), <Pv(<')},
x (13)

where

<P.(O) = s~p Iftv (' [f(x + t) - 2f(x) + f(x - t)] gv(t) dt I·

Therefore we have to estimate <Pv(8). Let us note, that

and consequently

(14)

From (10) we obtain for ftv

foo f"/2m 2 (2)r-1
ft;l = (sin mxjmx)' dx > 2 (sin mxfmxy dx ~ - -

-00 0 m 7T

Therefore,

(15)

From (14) and (15) we obtain

I ep.(O) \ ~ ftv f
a

oo
w 2(!; t) g.(t) dt

~ ftvwll; k-1) m-r foo (kt + 1)2 t-r dt
a

1( 7T )r-1 [k 2 2k 1]
~:2 2m w2(f; k-

1
) (7 _ 3) 0.-3+ (7 - 2) <')r-2 + (7 - 1) <')r-1

1 (7T )r-1 (ko + 1)2 .-1
~ 2(y - 3) 2m or-1 w2(/; k ). (16)
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From (13) and (16) follows

. I -1 1 (1T )'-1 (ko + 1)2 . -1 /
h(f. ,f, a) :'( max /a 0, 2(r _ 3) 2m 0'-1 w 2(f; k )j' (17)

Now, let us set in (17)

o= 21Tv-1e1/ 2 In(avw2(f; V-I»,

r = 2[In(avwlf; V-I»] + 2,

k = V,

(18)

where [ ] denotes the integral part. (We suppose that avwlf; V-I) ? e,
which further on we shall consider everywhere fuIillled. If avwlf; V-I) < e,
then we can substitute 1 for In(avwlf; V-I» everywhere).

Then from (17) it foIlows that

(19)

where c is an absolute constant.
From (19) and Lemma 2 follows Theorem 1.

THEOREM 1. Iff(x) is a continuous and bounded function on the real axis,
then

(20)

where c is an absolute constant and

fOO (Sin m(x - t) )'
fv(x) = 11-v -00 f(t) m(x _ t) dt,11-v ,m, r

(21)
w(gs ; 0) ::::;: lOw(f; 0) for 0::::;: 20.

From (20) and (21) we obtain for 0 = 4cv-1 In(20avw(f; V-I»

Elf; a) :'( ref, gs ; a) + El gs ; a)

::::;: l6c1n(20avw(f; V-I» + c1n(avw2(gs; v-I)
av av

are defined by (10) and (18), and avw2(f; v-1) ? e.
Now we shall obtain the desired estimate of Elf; a). Let V be fixed. By

Lemma 3 there exists a continuous function gix) such, that

r(j; gs ; a) ::::;: 40!a, 11-( gs ; 8) = 0,
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We have used in the above inequalities

since

and also

V-I :( 8cv-I ln(20exvw(f; V-I)) = 28.

(We can take c ~ I and as above the expressions under the logarithms
~e, otherwise we substitute I for the logarithms.)

From (22) we obtain the wanted generalization of the estimate of Jackson's
type for the best uniform approximation of a continuous bounded function on
the real axis with entire functions of exponential type V (see for instance [5]).

THEOREM 2. Let f(x) be a continuous bounded function on the real axis.
Then

E (f' ) ---- lc In(exvw(f; v-I)) c I
v ,ex """max -

IYV ' IYV

where c is an absolute constant.

(23)

Setting ex = e/vw(f; V-I) in (23) and using (1) we obtain as a corollary of
(23) the estimate of uniform approximations with entire functions of expo
nential type:

Eif) = O(w(f; V-I)).

3. Now letf(x) be a 27T-periodic function. An estimate of the type (5)
for its best approximations relative to the Hausdorff distance with parameter
ex by trigonometrical polynomials of the n-th degree is obtained in an entirely
similar way to the corresponding estimate of Section 2. Therefore, we shall
confine ourselves to some short notes.

One has to consider the trigonometrical polynomials of n-th degree

for ( sin mt )rfn(x) = /Ln f(x - t) . dt
_or msmt

where

f or ( sin mt ) dt = 1
/Ln _or msint '

and m, s are integers.

mr :( n, r = 2s, s> 1,
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Then by a suitable choice of the numbers m and r (the same as in (18), but
m integer) we obtain

r(f,fn ; a) ,;:;;; c In(anw2(f; n-
I» + p. (f; 4c In(anw2(f; n-

I») (24)
an n

where c is an absolute constant.
From (24) and Lemma 3 for 21T-periodic functions, we obtain the following.

THEOREM 3. Let lex) be a 21T-periodic continuous function. Then

E T(f' ) ~ ! In(anw(f; WI» ~ln ,a "",maxc , ,
an em

where c is an absolute constant.

(25)

Setting a = e/nw{f; n-I ) in (25) and using (2) we obtain as a corollary the
classic theorem of Jackson:
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